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In the study of multivalent interactions at interfaces, as occur
for example at cell membranes, the density of the ligands or
receptors displayed at the interface plays a pivotal role,
affecting both the overall binding affinities and the valencies
involved in the interactions. In order to control the ligand
density at the interface, several approaches have been
developed, and they concern the functionalization of a wide
range of materials. Here, different methods employed in the

modification of surfaces with controlled densities of ligands are
being reviewed. Examples of such methods encompass the
formation of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), supported lipid
bilayers (SLBs) and polymeric layers on surfaces. Particular
emphasis is given to the methods employed in the study of
different types of multivalent biological interactions occurring
at the functionalized surfaces and their working principles.

1. Introduction

Multivalency is a fundamental principle involved in a wide
variety of biological systems, such as protein� protein interac-
tions, cellular recognition and modulation of cell signaling.[1]

Several weak, non-covalent and reversible interactions, for
example between proteins and carbohydrates, can provide an
overall strong and highly specific binding when occurring in a
multivalent fashion. In this way, enhancement of binding
affinities of several orders of magnitude is generally achieved.[2]

The enhancement of the affinity due to multivalent
interactions plays an important role in the improvement of
selectivity in the target recognition in biological processes.[3]

Pathogens, for example, take advantage of multiple
protein� carbohydrate interactions for cell adhesion which is the
onset for the invasion or infection of the host cell.[4] One of the
most studied multivalent systems is the influenza virus, which
binds multivalently with its hemagglutinin (HA) protein to sialic
acid residues expressed on the cell surface in the first stage of
the infection (Figure 1A). The cholera toxin (CT) secreted by
Vibrio cholerae, composed of one toxic A subunit and five
identical B subunits responsible of the uptake of the toxin,
binds multivalently to GM1 residues of epithelial cells in the
small intestine facilitating endocytosis (Figure 1B).[5] More
examples have been extensively reported in literature.[1a,6]

The study and the quantification of multivalent interactions
is important in order to obtain molecular insight into the
biological systems in which they are involved. For this reason
numerous synthetic systems have been developed to inves-
tigate multivalency and its principles. Some contributions in
this field have promoted the understanding of multivalent
interactions both in solution and at surfaces in a quantitative
manner.[7]

Applications of multivalency principles have been inves-
tigated in several fields. Multivalent molecules have been
synthesized, for example, to induce cellular responses.[8]

Application of strong multivalent receptor� protein interactions
have been employed for the preparation of inhibitors of
pathogens such as Escherichia coli[9] or influenza.[10] Other
multivalent molecules, such as dendrimers, have been exten-
sively used in nanomedicine.[11] A large number of multivalent
structures, employing scaffolds to which multiple ligands are
anchored, have been synthesized, with varying size, shape,
valency and physical characteristics for a wide range of
applications.[12]

Here, a general overview of the surface functionalization
methods employed for the study of multivalent interactions at
(two-dimensional) interfaces is provided, with a focus on the
methods that allow control over the ligand density. Modifica-
tion of nanoparticle surfaces with controlled ligand density,
although largely reported in literature,[13] is beyond the scope of
this review. In the first part, surface modification methods
employed for the control of the ligand density is discussed. The
second part aims at providing an overview of multivalent
systems investigated at interfaces.

2. Multivalency at Surfaces

Although less investigated than multivalent systems in solution,
multivalent interactions at interfaces are particularly
important.[14] Surfaces modified with several monovalent ligands
or receptors can be considered as multivalent platforms at
which multivalent interactions can be studied.[14] Therefore,
interactions at surfaces (e.g. of cell membranes, self-assembled
monolayers and lipid membranes) can be investigated in order
to better understand multivalency principles and their effect on
biological systems.

[a] Dr. D. Di Iorio, Prof. J. Huskens
Molecular NanoFabrication group
MESA+ Institute for Nanotechnology
University of Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands
E-mail: j.huskens@utwente.nl
An invited contribution to a Special Collection dedicated to Functional Su-
pramolecular Systems
©2020 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution Non-Commercial NoDerivs License, which permits use and dis-
tribution in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the
use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.

Figure 1. Examples of biological multivalent systems. (A) Schematic repre-
sentation of the multivalent interaction of a virus with a cell membrane.
Adapted from ref. [1b] with permission from John Wiley and Sons. (B)
Structure of the pentavalent B subunits of cholera toxin binding to five
mannose residues. Reproduced from ref. [5b] by permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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Several studies of multivalent principles at interfaces have
been reported. A large contribution was given by Reinhoudt
and Huskens in this field by their studies of multivalent systems
binding at β-cyclodextrin self-assembled monolayers (CD
SAMs).[15] In their studies, these so-called molecular printboards
have been developed for the selective binding of molecules
with defined valencies and binding affinities. Moreover, models
have been described for the interpretation of the binding of
multivalent molecules to interface-immobilized receptors.

Concomitant to the study of the fundamental principles of
multivalency, the application of multivalent interactions at
interfaces has been largely investigated. Multivalent binding of
molecules and proteins at functionalized surfaces has been
used in nanotechnology for the fabrication of dynamic nano-
chips or biosensors. Reversible DNA binding on surfaces was
achieved by using photolabile multivalent dendrons, which
release DNA upon UV irradiation due to degradation and
charge-switching multivalency.[16] In another example, Fragoso
et al. immobilized Cytochrome c at an electrode surface via
multivalent supramolecular interactions.[17] Tkac and coworkers
developed lectin biosensors for the detection of glycoproteins
with a detection limit in the femtomolar range (Figure 2A).[18]

More recently, Chen and coworkers reported a dynamic
supramolecular multivalent platform capable of specifically
capturing and releasing bacteria (Figure 2B).[19] Numerous
glycan microarrays have been developed for the selective
modification of surfaces with monovalent or multivalent ligands
in order to bind carbohydrate binding proteins (CBP) in a
multivalent fashion.[20] In this way, the binding affinities and
selectivities of CBPs for specific receptors have been inves-
tigated.

2.1. Role of the Ligand Density on the Surface

In the study of multivalent biological systems, bioactive surfaces
need to meet specific requirements to provide an optimal

performance of interaction. First of all, surfaces must provide a
high and well-controlled binding capacity of the biomolecules,
which must prevent, at the same time, their denaturation upon
binding. Secondly, non-specific interactions of biomolecules
need to be prevented. Therefore, adequate surface modifica-
tions that provide antifouling properties are required.[21] Addi-
tionally, ligand� receptor interactions are known to be strongly
dependent on a threshold ligand density.[22] In multivalent
interactions, the average density of ligands on the surface
needs to match the density of binding sites of the receptors in
order to provide an efficient recognition.[23] In the case of low
ligand densities, average inter-ligand distances are too large
and only weak monovalent interactions occur. When ligand
densities reach a minimum value (threshold), multivalent
interactions can occur, providing a stronger and more stable
binding. For this reason, the surface ligand density appears to
be a fundamental parameter that needs to be taken into
account for the achievement of optimal interactions at the
interface.

Daniele Di Iorio (1990) studied Chemistry at
Sapienza University of Rome where he re-
ceived both his Bachelor’s degree in 2013 and
his Master’s degree (summa cum laude) in
2015 working under the supervision of Prof.
Mario Barteri. In September 2019 he received
his PhD at the University of Twente in the
Molecular Nanofabrication group under the
supervision of Prof. Jurriaan Huskens. The aim
of his project was to study multivalent inter-
actions at interfaces in biological systems by
exploiting the functionalization of surfaces.

Jurriaan Huskens (1968) studied chemical
engineering at the Eindhoven University of
Technology, and obtained his PhD (1994) at
the Delft University of Technology with Her-
man van Bekkum. After postdoctoral stays
with Dean Sherry (UT Dallas) and Manfred
Reetz (MPI Kohlenforschung), he became
assistant professor (1998) with David Rein-
houdt at the University of Twente, where he
became full professor “Molecular Nanofabrica-
tion” in 2005. He received the Unilever
Research Award 1990, a Marie Curie fellowship
(1997), the Gold Medal 2007 of the Royal
Netherlands Chemical Society, and a Fellow-
ship from the Institute of Advanced Study,
Durham University, UK (2019). Present re-
search interests encompass: supramolecular
chemistry at interfaces, supramolecular mate-
rials, multivalency, nanofabrication, and solar
fuels. He is (co)author of about 400 refereed
research papers and five patents.

Figure 2. (A) Schematic representation of a self-assembled monolayer of 11-
mercaptoundecanoic formed on a gold surface, and subsequent activation
of the � COOH group for the immobilization of lectins for the detection of
glycoproteins. Adapted with permission from ref. [18]. Copyright 2013
American Chemical Society. (B) Localized release of bacteria on the Au
surface: area (I) refers to the region without UV irradiation, area (II) to the
boundary region, and area (III) to the region irradiated with UV. Adapted
with permission from ref. [19]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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The importance of the control of the ligand density at
surfaces was discussed by Kiessling and coworkers with an
illustrative example in their study of the interaction of
concanavalin (ConA) with mannose-functionalized surfaces.[24]

ConA, a tetrameric lectin with a binding affinity for mannose
residues and presenting binding sites with a distance of
approximately 6.5 nm, can bind divalently to ligand-functional-
ized surfaces. In this study, the authors observed that the
adsorption of ConA on gold surfaces, detected by SPR, was
strongly dependent on the saccharide density at the interface
(Figure 3A). Specifically, a small adsorption of proteins onto the
surface was observed at low ligand surface densities, for which
the average carbohydrate spacing was larger than 6.5 nm. The
reduced adsorption was attributed to a weak monovalent
ligand� receptor interaction. By increasing the carbohydrate
density on the surface (i. e. with an average distance of less than
6.5 nm), a much higher protein adsorption was obtained owing
to the occurring multivalent interaction. A further increase of
the ligand density, however, did not result in an increased
amount of protein bound to the surface. Due to the rigidity, the
low valency and large spacing of ConA, several carbohydrates
remained unbound at the surface.

Additional effects such as steric hindrance or electrostatic
repulsion between ligands on the surface may affect the overall
ligand� receptor interaction, leading to alteration or even a
decrease of binding affinities at increasing ligand densities.
Cremer and coworkers, for example, have reported an effect of
ligand clustering in the binding of the cholera toxin B subunit
(CTB) with ganglioside GM1 at a supported lipid bilayer (SLB).
By varying the concentration of GM1 from 0.02 to 10.0 mol% in
the phospholipid membrane, the binding of cholera toxin
proteins was weakened upon increase of the ligand density
(Figure 3B).[25]

3. Methods for Controlling the Surface Density

Several approaches for the functionalization of surfaces with a
wide range of ligands have been reported. Self-assembled

monolayers (SAMs), supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) and different
types of polymers have been extensively employed for the
functionalization of substrates with ligands such as carbohy-
drates, peptides or DNA strands. Among all the surface
modification strategies, three main conceptual approaches can
be used for the modification of surfaces with a precise control
over the ligand density displayed at the interface: i) mixing of
active and inactive ligands; ii) using pre-functionalized polymers
or proteins; iii) controlling surface modification in three-dimen-
sional structures. In this section, some examples for each of the
mentioned method are reported. A brief overview of the
different types of chemistry employed for the modification of
surfaces is also provided.

3.1. Mixing of Molecules in Solution

Among the different approaches generally employed for the
control over the ligand density on the surface, the mixing of
functionalized and non-functionalized molecules in solution
prior to the functionalization of surfaces is by far the most used.
In particular, two main approaches can be used for a controlled
modification of substrates: Surfaces can be modified in a first
step with active functional groups such as N-hydroxysuccini-
mide (NHS) or click chemistry groups, which subsequently react
with ligands bearing proper chemical modification. Alterna-
tively, ligand-modified molecules can be directly reacted onto
the surface. In both cases, the molar ratio of functionalized
molecules in the mixture is correlated (although not necessarily
in a linear fashion) to the density of ligands displayed at the
surface. This method is mainly used with SAMs, SLBs and
protein-modified surfaces.

3.2. Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs)

One of the most commonly employed surface modification
methods for the study of interactions at interfaces is the
formation of SAMs.[26] SAMs are well-known two-dimensional
nanostructures formed by the ordered assembly of molecules
onto a large variety of solid surfaces.[27] The two most
commonly used classes of SAMs are the sulfur-containing
molecules (sulfides, disulfides and thiols) on gold (and other
noble metal) substrates and the alkylsilanes on oxide surfaces.
Due to the ease of preparation, the high stability, and the
possibility of modifying substrates with desired properties,
SAMs have been largely employed for the modification of
surfaces for a wide range of applications. Detailed descriptions
of the properties and applications of SAMs have been
exhaustively illustrated in several reviews.[27–28]

The formation of SAMs of sulfur-containing molecules on
gold is an exquisite method for the modification of surfaces
with controlled ligand density.[29] The most commonly used
method to form SAMs consists of the mixing of alkanethiols in
different ratios with thiols containing a functional group, such
as NHS or maleimide. Subsequently, ligands bearing comple-
mentary functional groups (i. e. amino groups or thiols) are

Figure 3. (A) Schematic model of the binding of ConA on mannose-modified
surfaces. In case of low mannose densities, the average distance between
residues is too large to enable ConA to bind with two residues. At an
intermediate carbohydrate coverage, the distance between mannose
residues allows the protein to interact with multiple carbohydrates on the
surface. A high ligand density does not lead to a further increase of the
amount of protein bound to the surface. Reprinted with permission from ref.
[24]. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society. (B) Schematic representa-
tion of the inhibition of CTB binding caused by clustering of GM1. Reprinted
with permission from ref. [25]. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
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reacted onto the thiol-modified substrates. Alternatively, in
order to improve the antifouling properties of the SAMs, thiols
containing poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) chains are used in the
mixtures. Gold surfaces are therefore incubated with these
solutions in order to form monolayers with a stochastic display
of functional groups. By varying the molar fraction of thiols
bearing functional groups in the thiol mixture, it is possible to
accurately tune the ligand density on the surface in the second
step. This method has been used for a large variety of
applications such as the formation of micro-arrays and (bio)
sensors for multivalent interactions.[30]

Impedimetric glycan biosensors have been developed using
mixtures of thiols on gold substrates by Hushegyi et al.[31] Mixed
SAMs of sialic acid residues were made with controlled ligand
densities. Specifically, mixtures of 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid
(MUA) with 6-mercaptoexanol were used for the functionaliza-
tion of gold substrates, with MUA molar fractions ranging from
5% to 50%. After activation of the carboxylic acid groups of
MUA with EDC/NHS, the formed esters were reacted with
amine-terminated glycans. By using the same approach,
Magnusson and coworkers functionalized surfaces with control-
lable densities of modified chemoattractant peptides.[32] Solu-
tions of maleimide-terminated and OEG-containing alkyldisul-
fides were used for the formation of SAMs on gold (Figure 4A).
Cys-terminated ligands were subsequently bound on the
surface by coupling with maleimide. In another example,
Mrksich and coworkers formed SAMs on gold using thiols
presenting maleimide groups for the anchoring of carbohy-
drates and peptides.[33]

Yousaf and Mrksich pioneered the formation of electro-
active SAMs for the controlled functionalization of surfaces with
ligands.[34] Hydroquinone-functionalized thiols, which can be
chemically or electrochemically oxidized to benzoquinone, were
employed for the modification of surfaces. After oxidation, the
obtained quinone monolayer can subsequently react, for
example, with cyclo-pentadiene-modified peptides by a Diels-
Alder reaction,[35] or with oxyamine ligands to give a redox-
active oxime conjugate[36] on the surface (Figure 4B). In this
way, a large variety of biologically active ligands can be
reversibly anchored to the surface. Surfaces were, for example,

functionalized using high-throughput microarray technology
with controlled densities of FLAG or RGD peptide ligands. After
the immobilization of the thiolated hydroquinone, the hydro-
quinone headgroups were converted to quinone by electro-
chemical oxidation at 750 mV. In this way the quinone
monolayer was reacted with an aminooxy-functionalized pep-
tide. The molar fraction of hydroquinone-functionalized thiols
in the formation of the SAM regulates the peptide ligand
density at the interface.

By exploiting click chemistry reactions, Dubacheva et al.
reported the formation of SAMs composed of mixed pegylated
thiols with and without azide functional groups for the
modification of surfaces with controlled ferrocene (Fc) or
adamantane (Ad) densities.[37] Alkyne derivatives of the guests
were added to the surface by exploiting the azide� alkyne click
reaction. Control of the guest density was achieved by tuning
the fraction of azide-modified thiols mixed with the regular PEG
thiol in the first step. The variation of the functional group
densities from 0.5 to 330 pmol/cm2 led to average distances
between neighboring ferrocenes ranging from 18 to 0.7 nm,
respectively.

With a different approach, SAMs can be directly formed
with ligand-functionalized thiols. In this approach, a chemical
modification of the ligand is performed prior to adsorption
onto the surface. In this way, Houseman et al. functionalized
surfaces with controlled densities of Gly� Arg� Gly� Asp� Ser
(GRGDS) peptide ligands by exploiting the formation of
alkanethiol-based SAMs on gold.[38]

The formation of silane monolayers on glass substrates is a
valid alternative for the functionalization of surfaces with
ligands. Compared to thiol-based SAMs, silane-terminated
monolayers have a higher chemical stability, thus allowing a
broader range of chemical reactions on surfaces.[39] However,
silanes present the disadvantage of being highly reactive.
Moreover, the control over ligand density appears to be less
predictable for silane-based monolayers than for thiols on gold.
A binary mixed SAM consisting of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
(APTES) and octadecyltrimethoxysilane (ODS) showed that
APTES is significantly enriched in the mixed SAM compared to
the starting solution.[40] Similarly, when amino-terminated
silanes and methyl-terminated silanes were mixed in different
ratios to form SAMs on aluminum oxide surfaces by co-
adsorption of the silanes, the composition of the monolayer, as
studied with AFM, contact angle, XPS and mechanical tests,
indicated that the amine-terminated silanes adsorbed two times
faster than the methyl-terminated silanes.[41] An efficient
modification of substrates with controlled ligand densities was
achieved by Wayment et al. by mixing a low concentration of
(3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) and a much larger
concentration of (2-cyanoethyl)triethoxysilane (CETES). The low
amino group density on the surface due to the presence of
APTES, allowed the modification of surfaces with a very low
fraction of biotin moieties (<10� 7).[42]

Figure 4. (A) Immobilization of Cys-modified peptides on gold surfaces
modified with SAMs formed from maleimide and OEG-containing thiols. The
maleimide allows the specific functionalization with peptides whereas the
OEG improves the antifouling properties of the surface. Adapted with
permission from ref. [32]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. (B)
Schematic representation of electrochemical oxidation [O] of hydroquinone
to quinone and subsequent reaction with a soluble oxyamine-tagged ligand
(RONH2) to give the redox-active oxime conjugate on the surface. Adapted
from ref. [34] with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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3.3. Supported Lipid Bilayers (SLBs)

Although extensively used for the study of biological inter-
actions at interfaces, SAMs resemble only remotely real bio-
logical membranes and lack some typical membrane properties,
such as membrane fluidity, which is essential to mimic mobility
and ligand reorganization occurring at cell membranes upon
interactions.[43] In this regard, the formation of SLBs has
emerged as a valid alternative method for the modification of
surfaces for biological studies.[44] SLBs are two-dimensional fluid
platforms consisting of phospholipids retaining some of the
relevant properties of cell membranes.[45] Phospholipid vesicles,
under specific conditions, rupture on activated hydrophilic
surfaces such as mica, glass and silicon, forming a notably
stable lipid bilayer.[44a] The presence of a thin water layer
(approx. 10 Å thick)[46] between the formed lipid bilayer and the
underlying surface allows the mobility of the lipids on the
surface providing fluidity to SLBs. In particular, the fluidity of
the system can be regulated by varying the chemical
composition of the SLB.[47] The mobility of the SLB is an
additional key feature in the modification of surfaces with
ligands as, compared to SAMs, it allows dynamic clustering of
receptors, which can effectively compensate for a low ligand
density at the interface.

SLBs have been reported to present excellent antifouling
properties, preventing the nonspecific adsorption of proteins
and cells onto their surface.[48] Methods for the introduction of
ligands/receptors of choice in the SLB have been reported in
literature.[45] Briefly, lipids modified with a particular functional
moiety can be added to the lipid mixture during the vesicle
preparation and thus get displayed on the surface after the
formation of the SLB. Subsequently, as in the case of SAMs,
modified ligands that react or interact with these functional
groups can be anchored onto the surface. In a different
approach, lipids modified synthetically with ligands before SLB
formation can be directly added to the lipid mixture before the
formation of the SLB. In both approaches, controlling the molar
fraction of functionalized lipids in the lipid mixture provides an
exquisite method to control the surface density.

Several ligands and receptors have been anchored to SLBs
with tunable densities by exploiting both non-covalent and
covalent interactions. Biotinylated lipids can be introduced in
SLBs by mixing 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DOPC) or 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(POPC) lipids with biotinylated phosphatidylethanolamine
(biotin� DOPE) during the preparation of vesicles.[49] Streptavidin
(SAv) can, therefore, be used as a linker for the further
functionalization of surfaces with biotinylated linkers by exploit-
ing the strong non-covalent biotin� SAv interaction.[50] Koçer
and Jonkheijm, for example, varied the amounts of
DOPE� biotin (between 0.01 and 1 mol%) in fluid DOPC and
non-fluid DPPC-based SLBs in order to functionalize surfaces
with varying RGD ligand densities.[51] Alternatively, lipid mole-
cules containing a nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) head group can be
doped into the SLB, and proteins modified with histidine tags
can be chelated with the NTA lipids in the presence of Ni2+

ions.[52] Multiple histidine are typically added to ensure, at the

same time, the stability of the attachment of the proteins and
their proper orientation at the interface. Lipids modified with
two NTA moieties (bis-NTA) were synthesized by Piehler and
coworkers for the modification of SLBs with histidine-tagged
proteins.[53]

In the case of covalent modification of SLBs, lipids
containing reactive functional groups, as for example malei-
mide, can be incorporated into the bilayer for the binding of
complementary, e.g. thiol, functionalized molecules or proteins
containing cysteine residues. Thid et al. used vesicles doped
with 0–5% maleimide-terminated lipids for the formation of
SLBs on SiO2 substrates, which were subsequently functional-
ized with IKVAV-containing peptides.[54] A different approach
consists of the direct modification of biomolecules with a lipid
that can be inserted into the SLB. Control of the surface ligand
density can be quantitatively achieved by adjusting the molar
fraction of modified lipids in the lipid mixture during the
preparation of the vesicle. Synthetic glycolipids have been
used, for example, for the introduction of controlled densities of
glycans in SLBs.[25,55,56]

As a valid alternative to SLBs, supported lipid monolayers
(SLMs) can be also employed for the modification of surfaces
with ligands. Methods as Langmuir-Blodgett or Langmuir-
Schaefer can be used for the formation of monolayers.[57]

Alternatively, SLMs can be formed from the rupture of lipid
vesicles on hydrophobic self-assembled monolayers.[58] Octade-
canethiol on gold or octadecyltrichlorosilane on glass surfaces
are two typical examples of hydrophobic monolayers used for
hybrid bilayer formation, owing to the possibility of forming
highly ordered and well-packed monolayers.[59]

Kiessling and coworkers developed an SLM in order to
control the mannose ligand density on surfaces (Figure 5).[60] In
their studies, POPC liposomes containing different ratios of
synthetic glycolipids bearing mannose groups where added on
gold surfaces pre-functionalized with alkanethiols. As in the
case of SLBs, by tuning the molar ratio of synthetic glycolipids
in the mixture with POPC during the formation of liposomes, it
was possible to control the density of mannose exposed on the
surface.

Figure 5. Scheme illustrating control over ligand density using supported
lipid monolayers. Adapted with permission from ref. [60]. Copyright 1998
American Chemical Society.
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3.4. Formation of Protein Layers

The formation of protein layers on surfaces has been also
employed for the control of the surface density on the surface.
In particular, the functionalization of substrates with SAv has
been largely used for the modification of surfaces with
biotinylated receptors. Techniques such as biolayer interferom-
etry (BLI), for example, employ SAv-covered surfaces for the
modification of surfaces with controlled densities of saccha-
rides. By controlling the molar ratio of biotinylated ligands with
biotinylated dummy molecules, it is possible to tune the ligand
density displayed on the surface. Xiong et al. functionalized
surfaces with varying densities of sialic acid residues this way.[61]

The formation of polymer layers onto surfaces represents a valid
intermediate degree of dynamic ligand display at the interface
as, despite the lack of mobility, many conformations of the
ligands are accessible.

3.5. Pre-Modified Polymers and Proteins

The use of modified polymers or proteins represent an
alternative way to functionalize surfaces with control over the
exposed ligand density. In particular, polymers and proteins can
be modified with specific ligands prior to their adsorption. The
modification and the inter-ligand spacing on the polymer
backbone or the protein provides thereby control of the ligand
density displayed at the interface.

Several examples of polymers and polyelectrolytes which
allow an easy and controlled modification have been reported.
Among several types of polymers, poly-l-lysine (PLL) has been
extensively employed for the modification of surfaces with
ligands. Owing to its positive charge at physiological pH, PLL
can adsorb spontaneously from aqueous solutions on nega-
tively charged substrates (such as glass, titanium, niobium
oxide) by electrostatic interactions, thus forming molecular
monolayers.[62] At the same time, the presence of terminal
amino groups present at the lateral chains allows easy
modification of the polymer.[62–63] PLL can be, for example,
grafted with (PEG) chains by an NHS coupling reaction to
generate PLL-graft-PEG (PLL-g-PEG), and the grafting ratio can
be easily controlled during the synthesis step. PLL-g-PEG has
been generated carrying additional biologically relevant ligands
such as peptides,[64] biotin[65] or NTA[66] at the termini of the PEG
side chains allowing the display of these ligands on the
functionalized surface. The control of the grafting ratio of the
copolymer leads to the possibility of tailoring the ligand density
on the surface. Among several reported examples, Barth et al.
showed the possibility of tuning the saccharide density on the
surface by using mannoside-functionalized PLL-g-PEG.[67] In this
study, a series of PLL-g-PEGs was synthesized containing either
mono or oligo-mannosides, and these polymers were as-
sembled on Nb2O5-coated glass surfaces. The mannose surface
density was hereby varied between 0 and 26 pmol/cm2.

More recently, Duan and coworkers employed oligo
(ethylene glycol) (OEG)-grafted PLL (PLL� OEG) for the fabrica-
tion of a bio-functionalized film on nano-bioFETs.[68] OEG and

OEG� biotin moieties were grafted in different ratios to produce
PLL-g-OEG-biotin containing different ligand densities. The total
degree of functionalization of the PLL was varied to study the
optimal functionalization to obtain both stability of the PLL on
the surface and maximal adsorption of SAv. In our group,
maleimide (Mal) groups were used instead of biotin in order to
generate substrates modified with tunable densities of func-
tional groups.[69] By exploiting the coupling between maleimide
and thiolated peptide nucleic acid (PNA), PNA probes were
displayed on the surface to form a biorecognition surface that
allows the detection of complementary DNA (cDNA). The
responses for cDNA hybridization were found to depend on the
PNA probe density displayed at the interface which was set
during the preceding PLL synthesis step, by controlling the
amount of Mal in the polymer.

Another intriguing example of control over ligand spacing
using polypeptides is given in the work of Lin et al.[70] Here, a
polyproline helix type II (PPII), which is a non-charged
polypeptide, was used as a scaffold for the binding of proteins
onto surfaces. PPII was selectively modified at one side with
glycans, whereas the other side was modified with fluorous
groups which allowed the anchoring of the peptide on fluorous
slides (Figure 6A). By tuning the number and the position of
lateral fluorous chains, the display of the polymers on the
surface was controlled. The surface density control was
achieved by diluting the functionalized scaffold with unfunc-
tionalized ones.[70]

Alternatively, neoglycoproteins have been used to control
the density of ligands on surfaces. Gildersleeve and coworkers
have presented the use of glycoproteins bearing mannose
residues for the modification of surfaces (Figure 6B).[23] With this
method, mannose residues with different lengths were dis-
played on the surfaces to bind multivalently ConA proteins.
Ligand density control was achieved by mixing BSA with
glycoproteins in solution prior to adsorption onto the surface.

Another powerful method to functionalize surfaces with
biological ligands with controlled density is represented by the
immobilization of single-strand DNA onto the surface and the
subsequent hybridization with ligand-modified complementary
oligonucleotides. In this regard, Niemeyer and co-workers have
provided significant contributions. For example, microarrays of
several cell-specific ligands have been immobilized by DNA

Figure 6. (A) Schematic representation of different arrangements of polypro-
line scaffolds on fluorous surfaces for the control of carbohydrate densities.
Reprinted with permission from ref. [70]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical
Society. (B) Different binding modes of ConA proteins to substrates with
high and low neoglycoprotein density. Reprinted with permission from ref.
[23]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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hybridization to study the selective interactions of cells.[71] With
a similar approach Chevolot et al. produced DNA-based carbo-
hydrate biochips for the selective recognition of lectins.[72]

3.6. Polymer Brushes

An attractive alternative approach to engineer surfaces with
controlled ligand density is represented by the use of polymer
brushes. These polymers consists of either block copolymers or
end-grafted polymers which are tethered to a surface at one
end, allowing the formation of coatings with desirable thickness
in a nanometric range.[73] The other end of the polymer chain,
instead, presents a functionality which can influence the
property of the surface and can allow secondary functionaliza-
tion of substrates. Several reviews have been reported,
thoroughly describing properties and applications of this class
of polymers.[74] By reacting or anchoring ligands such as
carbohydrates or peptides to the functional groups displayed at
polymer brushes, it is possible to modify surfaces with ligands
with controlled density.[75]

Haag and coworkers reported a polyglycerol (PG)-based
block copolymer, synthesized from PG and a poly(allyl glycidyl
ether) (PAGE), which was used for the functionalization of a
large variety of surfaces with controlled RGD peptide densities
(Figure 7).[76] Interestingly, the addition of azide groups in the
PG copolymer can allow secondary modification of the polymer
with RGD by exploiting the strain-promoted cyclo-addition. By
mixing azide-terminated with bromide-terminated polymers it
was possible to tune the grafting density of RGD on the surface.

In a different example, polymer brushes were grafted from a
surface by using surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymer-
ization (SI-ATRP). Non-fouling poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacry-
late) (PHEMA) and poly(poly(ethylene glycol)methacrylate)
(PPEGMA) brushes were prepared on glass and silicon sub-
strates with thicknesses between 20 and 150 nm with con-
trolled RGD densities.[74a] Post-modification of the surface,

performed with different concentrations of RGD-based peptide
ligands in solution, led to ligand surface densities ranging
between 0.5–12 pmol/cm2.

Shi et al. presented the use of polymer brushes in combina-
tion with non-covalent host-guest interactions for the control of
lysine ligand densities.[77] Lysine-functionalized surfaces were
prepared by integrating lysine-modified CD derivatives by host-
guest interactions onto adamantyl-pre-modified copolymer
brushes. Control of the localized and average lysine density at
the surface was achieved by changing the lysine valency on the
CD scaffolds and by diluting lysine-modified CD with pure CD,
respectively (Figure 8). The influence of surface presentation of
lysine residues and their local density in the binding affinity of
plasminogen (Plg) was investigated by using lysine-modified
polymer brushes. As a main conclusion, the displacement and
the density of the lysines was found to affect not only the
binding affinities but also the valency of the overall interactions.
Copolymer surfaces modified with heptavalent lysines [CD
(Lys)7] showed higher Plg adsorption and higher Plg binding
affinities compared to the monovalent ones [CD(Lys)1].

3.7. Formation of 3D Layers

While the formation of monolayers and bilayers are the most
used methods for the functionalization of surfaces with ligands,
these platforms allow only a 2D arrangement of the ligands on
surfaces. However, the formation of a 3D environment, which
resembles the in vivo conditions of biological interactions, can
be particularly important in the study of biological systems.
Cells, for examples, have shown different responses when
placed in a 3D environment compared to 2D.[29,78]

In order to achieve a surface modification with 3D
structures, glycodendrimers have been anchored onto surfaces.
Pieters and coworkers anchored glycodendrimer-based glycan

Figure 7. Representation of surface modification with PG-based amphiphilic
block copolymers. The PG catechol groups contribute to binding to polar
surfaces, while the phenyl groups are used for anchoring to non-polar
surfaces. The N3 or Br terminal groups allow secondary modification of the
surfaces. Adapted with permission from ref. [74]. Copyright 2017 American
Chemical Society.

Figure 8. Schematic representation of the modulation of localized and
average lysine densities of surfaces by host-guest interactions using polymer
brushes. Adamantyl-modified polymer brushes are modified with lysine-
functionalized cyclodextrins bearing different numbers of lysines in order to
produce different surface ligand densities. Adapted with permission from ref.
[75]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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microarrays on porous aluminum oxide.[79] Specifically, alkyne-
functionalized dendrimers were anchored on a maleimide-
functionalized surface via an amine functional group linked to
the core of the dendrimers. Subsequently, azide-functionalized
carbohydrates were linked onto the surface by copper-catalyzed
click chemistry. By controlling the valency of the carbohydrate-
modified dendrimers, the ligand density at the surfaces was
varied.

Alternatively, microarrays based on end-point immobiliza-
tion of oriented glycopolymers have been employed to mimic
natural cell surface glycans in 3D. Sun and coworkers presented
an O-cyanate chain-end functionalized glycopolymer for the
modification of surfaces with glycans.[80] Glycopolymers were
pre-complexed with boronic acid ligands composed of varying
lengths and then immobilized by isourea-bond formation at
high pH onto an amine-functionalized glass slide. After the
immobilization, the boronic acid ligands were released from the
immobilized glycopolymers at a reduced pH to generate the
oriented and density-controlled glycopolymer microarray.

In a different approach, Musah et al. immobilized polyacryla-
mide-based hydrogels on a glass surface with varying densities
of RGD peptides.[81] Specifically, hydrogels bearing succinimidyl
ester groups were used for the modification of surfaces. After
the formation of the hydrogel, the activated esters were reacted
with a mixture of an amine bearing a maleimide group and
glucamine. While the former was used for peptide attachment
by the coupling with a cysteine residue, the latter was
employed as inert component. The ratio of glucamine and the
maleimide-containing amine was varied in order to tune the
peptide density. In another study by Murphy et al., PEG-based
hydrogels where modified with varying densities of RGD
peptides.[82] The ligand density on the surfaces was varied by
mixing RGD and RDG (inactive peptide) hydrogels, while
keeping the total peptide concentration constant.

4. Multivalent Studies at Functionalized
Platforms

A large number of multivalent systems such as molecules,
proteins, viruses or cells has been investigated at ligand-
functionalized platforms. CD-modified surfaces have been used,
for example, for the binding of multivalent polymers, and SAMs
have been used for the formation of glycan arrays for the study
of the interactions of proteins and cells. In this section, an
overview of some relevant examples reported in the literature is
provided. Examples of platforms with control over the ligand
density are here reported, in which the density-dependent,
multivalent affinity and binding behavior has been investigated.
Examples of multivalent reversible binding are also discussed in
this section.

4.1. Binding of Molecules and Polymers at Interfaces

The multivalent binding of several types of molecules at
interfaces has been reported. Both small oligovalent ligands
and large polyvalent polymers and dendrimers have been
investigated, showing strong binding affinities for ligand-
modified surfaces. The improved binding affinities and stability
of the molecules on the surface, in comparison to the
monovalent parent interaction, have been found to correlate
with the multivalent nature of the interactions. Several exam-
ples of synthetic multivalent host-guest interactions at inter-
faces have been reported by Huskens and coworkers, providing
a detailed understanding of the thermodynamic contributions
of multivalent binding at interfaces.[83] Stronger binding
affinities were observed for multivalent interactions at the
interface compared to the equivalent systems in solution due
to a local high concentration (also called effective molarity) of
receptors created by surface immobilization.

In a recent report, the binding of fluorescent dye-labelled
multivalent azopyridine molecules to gold and plastic sub-
strates was investigated by Valderrey et al.[84] In this work,
heteroternary host-guest complexes of multivalent azopyridines
with methyl viologen/cucurbit[8]uril inclusion complexes were
formed at viologen-functionalized surfaces. Surface binding
constants of multivalent ligands, determined by SPR, showed
binding affinities that were two orders of magnitude higher
than that of the monovalent one. Interestingly, supramolecular
exchange experiments performed by patterning of mono and
divalent molecules on surfaces, showed a substitution of the
monovalent guest by the multivalent ones.

The dynamic binding of multivalent redox-active ferrocenyl
dendrimers at β-CD monolayers was investigated by Nijhuis
et al.[85] The dendrimers of higher generations formed kinetically
stable supramolecular assemblies at the CD surface presenting
up to eight multivalent interacting pairs. Desorption of the
dendrimers was achieved by electrochemical oxidation of the
Fc end groups of the dendrimers which led to an efficient
unbinding of the molecules from the host surface. Desorption
and re-adsorption of the dendrimers were repeated several
times without significant decomposition of the system.

Several examples of the binding of polyvalent polymers at
modified platforms have been reported. Polymer systems have
been used as models for the investigation of biological
interactions. The multivalent interaction of p-tert-butylphenyl or
adamantyl-functionalized poly(iso-butene-alt-maleic acid)s at
CD SAMs, leading to thermodynamically and kinetically stable
multivalent assemblies, was reported by Crespo-Biel et al.[86] The
polymer concentration and the nature or number of the
functionalization did not affect the adsorption notably, nor did
addition of monovalent competitors in solution lead to
measurable polymer desorption, showing the strength of the
overall interaction. The polymers were found to adsorb in a
conformationally fully unwound fashion, leading to very thin (<
1 nm) layers with practically complete usage of the polymer-
attached guest sites.

Dubacheva et al. reported the interaction of CD-modified
hyaluronan (HA) polymers with ferrocene (Fc) or adamantane
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(Ad)-modified surfaces (see above).[37] The variation of Ad and
Fc densities allowed the study of the superselective binding
behavior of the multivalent polymers. In this work, an analytical
model was developed that provides quantitative predictions of
the tuning of the superselective binding properties of the
polymer, based on molecular characteristics such as affinity and
valency. The effect of the ligand mobility at surfaces to the
superselective binding was recently investigated.[87] The binding
of multivalent CD-modified HA polymers was found to be
enhanced and shifted to lower receptor densities at fluid
interfaces (based on SLBs) compared to immobile ones (based
on SAMs).

4.2. Binding of Proteins and Peptides at Interfaces

Multivalent interactions at interfaces of a wide range of proteins
have been investigated, which generally showed a strong
dependence of the overall binding affinity on the surface ligand
density. One of the most studied polyvalent proteins is ConA.
The weak binding affinity of ConA to mono-saccharide ligands
(Ka~10

4 M� 1), enforced by multivalent interactions, together
with its tetrameric structure, makes ConA an ideal model for the
study of protein� carbohydrate interactions at the interface.[88]

Hereby some of the most relevant examples of studies of the
binding of ConA at surfaces are reported.

Sato et al. designed a lectin-recognizing molecular interface
for ConA by using SAMs consisting of 12-mercaptododecyl β-
maltoside (MalC12SH) and OH-terminated thiols (HOCnSH, of
varying length) as filling molecules (Figure 9A).[89] Variations of
both ligand density and dummy thiol length led to the
optimization of the protein� carbohydrate interaction. Specifi-
cally, the enhancement of the valency of the interaction was
controlled by creating a significant height difference between
the saccharide and the terminus of the filling molecule. An

optimal ligand density was found at 10% of MalC12SH in the
mixed monolayer. Kiessling and coworkers investigated the
multivalent binding of ConA at SLMs, where the best sensitivity
of the interaction was achieved with 10% of functionalization
with mannose in the total lipid mixture.[60] Alternatively, a
mannose-containing cross-linked polyacrylamide (c-PAAm) was
employed as a surface-immobilized polyvalent ligand for the
multivalent recognition of ConA on surfaces.[90] With this
approach, high-affinity binding (~106 M� 1) and highly sensitive
detection were achieved.

A wide range of multivalent protein� carbohydrate interac-
tions at interfaces has been investigated. SAMs containing
mannose, lactose, or α-Gal trisaccharide were used in the study
of specific carbohydrate� protein interactions with ConA,
ECL� lactose and anti-Gal, respectively. Overall binding con-
stants for these interactions were determined by QCM, SPR and
electrochemistry studies.[91]

The multivalent binding of the Lens culinaris (LENS) lectin
was investigated on mannose-functionalized crystalline Si(111)
surfaces.[92] After the modification of the surfaces with glycan
residues by “click” coupling, the multivalent interactions were
investigated by quantitative attenuated total reflectance Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The variation of the ligand density at the
surface (varied from 7.2×1012 to 1.2×1014 molecules per cm2)
showed an effect on the protein binding, and optimal binding
was achieved at a fraction of 10 mol% of mannose residues on
the surface. At a lower mannose density (1 mol%), only
monovalent interactions occurred, which resulted in a decrease
of protein adsorption. At high ligand density (100%) instead,
limitations in protein adsorption were observed as a conse-
quence of steric hindrance between mannose residues, as the
average inter-ligand density (0.91 nm) resulted to be lower than
the size of the carbohydrate recognition domain (1.4 nm).[92]

Nöll and coworkers reported the multivalent interaction of
the flavoprotein dodecin with a flavin-terminated DNA
monolayer.[93] Surfaces were modified with controlled densities
of flavin by using single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) which was
stably anchored on a gold surface using three dithiane groups.
In a following step, a complementary flavin-modified ssDNA
was added for hybridization. By mixing flavin-free and flavin-
modified complementary DNA in different ratios, it was possible
to tune the ligand density displayed at the interface. The
density was found to influence the valency of the dodicin
interaction at the interface. Low flavin surface coverages (<
17%) led to weak monovalent binding with the protein, while
at high densities (>31%) multiple binding events allowed a
more stable multivalent binding (Figure 9B). At high flavin
coverage up to three binding pockets were estimated to be
accessible for each dodecin due to the octahedral arrangement
of the six dodecin binding pockets. By using multivalent
interactions, dodecin proteins were also tested for the gen-
eration of stable sandwich-type flavin� apododecin� flavin archi-
tectures on surfaces.[93]

The multivalent interaction of anti-biotin antibodies and
cholera toxin B subunits with biotin and GM1-modified surfaces,
respectively, was presented by the group of Cremer.[94] SLBs

Figure 9. Multivalent binding of proteins on ligand-presenting platforms. A)
Schematic representation of binding of ConA for different densities of β-
maltoside. Different densities of saccharide-modified thiols in the total thiol
mixture causes a difference in the binding valency and affinity of ConA.
Reprinted with permission from ref. [87]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical
Society. (B) Schematic representation of the formation of a flavin-modified
dsDNA layer. The use of DNA mixtures with and without flavin allows the
variation of flavin density on the surface, leading to different valency in the
overall interaction with dodecin proteins. Adapted with permission from ref.
[91]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (C) Binding of an ant-biotin
antibody on a biotin-modified SLB resulting in an increased fluorescence of
Texas Red DHPE-lipids. Adapted with permission from ref. [92]. Copyright
2009 American Chemical Society.
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were doped with pH-sensitive ortho-Texas Red-DHPE lipids,
which fluoresce at acidic pH and become non-fluorescent at
higher pH. The binding of a negatively charged protein, causing
a local decrease of pH at the interface, affected the fluorescence
at the SLB (Figure 9C). By following the increase in fluorescence
intensity upon binding of the protein, equilibrium dissociation
constants were obtained with affinities in the nM range.

Cremer and coworkers inserted 2,4-dinitrophenyl (DPN) in
the SLBs, and studied the effect of the density of DPN to the
binding with their associated IgG antibodies by using a high-
throughput microfluidic device.[95] By mixing DPN-conjugated
lipids with egg phosphatidylcholine (egg� PC) in different ratios
in the vesicle preparation step, the DPN density in the lipid
membranes was varied from 0.1 to 5.0 mol%. Interestingly, the
results showed that the density affects the affinity of the
interaction. The apparent dissociation constant, KDapp, between
DNP and the antibodies, obtained with epifluorescence micro-
scopy, increased by about a factor of 10 by increasing the DNP
density from 0.1 to 3.75 mol%, while higher densities did not
lead to a further increased affinity.

Joubert et al. formed microarrays based on poly(bis-SorbPC)
lipids doped with GM1 lipids for the study of the interaction
with the cholera toxin protein.[96] After UV-initiated polymer-
ization, air stable poly(lipid) bilayer microarrays were obtained.
GM1 molar ratios in the lipid mixture were varied from 0 to
10% leading to varying adsorption of labeled CTB proteins. The
extent of binding of CTB in each spot, detected by fluorescence
microscopy, was correlated to the mole percentage of GM1.
CTB proteins were successfully removed from surfaces by
exposure of GM1-modified arrays to denaturants. In this way
the regeneration of the arrays was achieved, and the CTB
binding capability was confirmed after multiple regeneration
cycles.

Brock and coworkers investigated the binding selectivity of
oligo-histidines to immobilized multiple NTA moieties.[97] By
means of microarrays, mono-, bis-, tris- and tetrakis-NTA
chelators were spotted at different surface densities. The ability
of histidine-based multivalent binders to discriminate fluores-
cently labelled hexa and decahistidine peptides was tested. This
work showed that, when both peptides were incubated
together, an increased affinity of decahistidine was observed
compared to hexahistidine, while also showing a strong
dependence on the chelator density. Binding assays by dual-
color total internal reflection fluorescence spectroscopy re-
vealed active exchange of His6 by His10, thus confirming the
high selectivity towards His10.

4.3. Binding of Viruses and Virus-Like Particles at Interfaces

Interactions of viruses with receptor-modified surfaces have
been widely investigated. Functionalization of surfaces with
precise control of the ligand densities was achieved for the
development of biosensing surfaces able to detect low
concentrations of virus in solution. Quantification of the
interaction of several types of viruses was also achieved. Mixed
SAMs with control over the density of sialic acid residues were

developed by Hushegyi et al. (see above) to form impedimetric
glycan biosensors for the detection of the influenza A virus
(IAV) hemagglutinins (HAs) in the attomolar range.[31] Aptamer-
based sensors (aptasensors) were developed by Bai and co-
workers for the detections of IAV.[98] The aptamer surface
density appeared to affect the binding affinity between surface-
anchored aptamers and viruses, showing a more than 100 times
higher sensitivity when the surface density was increased from
4.8×1011 to 14×1011 molecules/cm2 (Figure 10A). Alternatively,
a mucin-mimetic glycopolymer-based microarray was employed
for the study on the binding of IAV with sialic acid receptors
(Figure 10B).[99] Printing of azide-modified glycopolymers on
cyclooctyne-coated surfaces produced microarrays with increas-
ing glycopolymer densities. H1N1 and H3N2 viruses were
incubated on the platform, showing selectivity for specific
glycans. Reversible binding of viral proteins and viruses was
obtained by using pH-switchable monolayers. Recently, Sell-
ergren and coworkers reported the interaction of the H5N1 (A/
Anhui/2005) influenza virus on a sialic acid-modified reversible
SAM (rSAM).[100]

Weineisen et al. reported the controlled and switchable
immobilization of modified viruses on surfaces.[101] Azobenzene-
modified Cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) was multi-
valently bound to surfaces by the formation of a photo-
responsive, hetero-ternary complex between azobenzene, cu-
curbit[8]uril (CB[8]) and methylviologen (MV). The association
constant (Ka=1.4×106 M� 1) obtained for this system was found
to be several orders of magnitude higher than that of a single
interaction (Ka=3×103 M� 1),[102] showing the multivalent nature
of the binding. Subsequent irradiation of the surface with UV
light for 5 min caused a trans-cis isomerization of the
azobenzene moieties resulting in the release of the viruses.

Höök and coworkers presented a study of a multivalent
model system for the investigation of virus binding at
interfaces. In order to mimic virion association to a cell

Figure 10. A) Representation of the interaction of IAV with aptamer-modified
sensors in which the density of aptamers on the surface affects the binding
affinity of viruses. Adapted from ref. [96] with permission from Elsevier. (B)
Schematic representation of the interaction of IAV with a mucin-mimetic
microarray. Reproduced from ref. [97] by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry. (C) Schematic representation of stepwise assembly of the CB[8]
monolayers and subsequent multivalent interaction of modified CCMV
viruses. Reproduced from ref. [99] by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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membrane, small lipid vesicles (100 nm diameter) were used.
The binding of the vesicles to an SLB was achieved through
multiple cholesterol-based DNA linker molecules. Total internal
reflection microscopy was used to track single attached vesicles,
which showed that the variation of the numbers of linking DNA
tethers led to variation of the vesicle diffusion coefficient on the
surface.[103]

We recently reported the multivalent binding of recombi-
nant hemagglutinin (rHA) protein clusters at sialoglycan-
functionalized SLBs.[104] Affinities and selectivities for binding at
receptor-modified platforms were observed for HA particles
from different virus variants and at varying receptor densities
using QCM. The small size of the clusters and their limited
number of HA trimers allowed an accurate estimation of the
interaction area and the valency in binding to the receptor
surface. A low nanomolar overall affinity was obtained, which
was achieved with 6–9 HA-sugar molecular interaction pairs,
thus presenting a weak multivalent binding and a rapid
association/dissociation behavior.

4.4. Binding of Cells and Bacteria at Interfaces

A large variety of platforms has been modified with receptors
for the investigation of the interactions of cells and bacteria at
surfaces. SAMs of alkanethiols were formed on gold surfaces
presenting RGD peptides for the study of the attachment of
cells. The microenvironment in which the ligands are displayed
affects the attachment and the morphology of the adhering
cells.[38] In other studies, SLBs functionalized with 19-mer
peptides containing the IKVAV sequence were used to inves-
tigate the attachment of PC12[105] and AHP[106] cells on the
surface. A nonlinear correlation was observed between the
density of IKVAV presented on the SLB and the number of
attached AHP cells, showing a threshold of ligand density
necessary for cell attachment. The effect of the ligand density
on the cell behavior has also been reported in other
reviews.[29,107]

An example of multivalent interactions of bacteria at the
interface was presented by Guo and coworkers, in which SLB-
based microarrays were developed for the adhesion of E. coli.[56]

The density of mannose on the surface was varied over 2 orders
of magnitude (between 0.002–0.3 molecules per nm2), showing
that the FimH adhesion protein of E. coli changes avidity from
monovalent to multivalent as the density of mannose increases
(Figure 11). The same interaction was studied by Van Weerd
et al., utilizing an SLB-based platform on which a continuous,
locked-in mannose gradient was formed.[108] This study demon-
strated the specific binding of FimH proteins and the selective
binding above a threshold density of mannose. Binding
affinities corresponding to a Kd of 0.9×10

� 21 M were obtained,
confirming the multivalent nature of the interaction, as
monovalent interactions have been reported to be in the μM
range.[109]

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The ligand density displayed at the interface is a fundamental
parameter in the study of the multivalent systems. The variation
of the density of ligands appears to influence the valency
involved in the multivalent interactions and, therefore, the
overall binding affinity and selectivity. Here, a review of the
surface modification methods employed in the functionalization
of surfaces has been provided.

The first part has focused on the different chemical
approaches employed for the modification of surfaces for the
control of the ligand density. SAMs, SLBs, modified polymers
and proteins have been extensively used for a controlled
functionalization of surfaces with ligands. Inter-ligand distances
on surfaces that match spacing of the receptor binding sites of
proteins generally improve the binding of proteins. Moreover,
the importance of a ligand threshold density has been shown,
as a minimum density of ligands is required to provide strong
multivalent interactions.

In the second part of this review, examples of multivalent
systems have been discussed. The binding of multivalent
molecules, proteins, viruses and cells have been extensively
investigated. The development of methodologies for studying
multivalent interactions at interfaces through density variation
is important for a detailed understanding of the relevant
molecular aspects of the interaction.

The use of platforms for the study of biological interactions
at interfaces, despite the increase in the last years, is still very
limited. However, the development of such platforms that allow
selective biological recognition events and their quantification
is essential for a wide range of applications. For example,
biosensors for the identification of pathogens such as bacteria
and viruses could provide timely treatments of patients after an
infection. Sensors for the quantification of virus interactions
with cell receptors can be useful for the development of virus
warning systems in the prevention of epidemics or pandemics.
Alternatively, platforms can be employed for the development

Figure 11. Formation of a mannose-presenting SLB surface, made from
unilamellar vesicles, and a schematic illustration of a glycan density gradient
microarray for studying pathogen adhesion. Glycan density on the surface
can be tuned by varying the molar ratio of the glycan-functionalized lipid in
the mixture during the preparation of the vesicles. Adapted with permission
from ref. [56]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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and testing of new drugs. A future synergy of chemists,
biologists, biochemists and biophysicists in this field can
contribute to a fast outgrowth of platforms able to investigate a
wide range of biological interactions.
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